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On the Frontlines
Contributor: Horde Military Intelligence

Thursday 1.24.2019
Location: Southern Barrens, Waters of Kul Tiras, Cape of
Stranglethorn
Blood Elf forces with the aid of several allies attempts to move parts
of an old Scourge war machine from Mulgore to Silvermoon City.
Alliance forces gleaned information concerning the route and struck
multiple times at the transport caravan as it crossed the Barrens to
the port of Ratchet. The successful attacks harried and pushed the
defenders hard but they were successful in boarding a ship in Ratchet,
while sending a 2nd ship as a decoy in the hopes of throwing off
pursuit.
Alliance forces were able to find one ship, with empty hold and no
sign that the weapon had been stored aboard it, docked near
Freehold in Tiragarde Sound, and immediately backtracked to the
Cape of Stranglethorn to engage the transport forces once again. The
shipboard combat was more evenly matched and eventually Blood Elf
forces were able to slip away to continue their journey Northbound.
The rest of the defenders returned to their lands, many satisfied to
see the Scourge war machine out of Kalimdor.

Incursions against King
Rastakhan and Zandalar
Increase
Dazar’alor under heightened
attack. The Alliance assault
has begun in earnest, with
multiple strike teams guided
by Jaina Proudmoore
assailing the golden pyramid.
Horde forces fresh from
fighting blood trolls in Uldir,
rush to the aid of Rastakhan,
battling hard through the
Zocalo and crafting sector
seeking to match force with
force as they climb towards
the throne room.

At this time, it is unknown how much of the weapon still exists or
what information the Elves of the North will secure from it to help
them defend their lands.

Which military powerhouse
will win out and what will
happen next? Will Horde
allegiances falter? Will the
Horde mount a counterstrike
on Kul Tiras?

Horde Military Intelligence has posted scrolls offering rewards for
information about anyone supplying intelligence to Alliance forces.
See your local Horde Public Relations office with any concerns.

Heroes needed, apply at
your local Horde Military
office today!

All matters will be investigated thoroughly.

Special Correspondent:

H.P.R.

L. Wildmane
Writing for the H.P.R. team

The Great Hunt of Elder Hemar and Enok the Devourer
Thursday 1.31.2019

As told by one of the hunters, Leidolfr of Redwood Tribe
Word had reached Redwood of two dangerous and forbidding beasts terrorizing the Barrens, near the port city of
Ratchet. While many of the Tribe were engaged in military responsibilities in Zandalar and Kul Tiras, Leidolfr
answered the challenge to lead his first hunt. Many hunters answered the call and between them formed two
parties, one going Southeast and the other Northeast.
Enok the Devourer, a goblin hunting spirit raptor was tracked and defeated by timid Redwood’s Mayalen
Highmountain and new tribesman Wiindigoo, after being knocked out and revived a couple of times.
At the same time, Leidolfr and Izzet League members found the soft-footed tracks of Elder Hemar, reportedly able to
bite an average sized Orc in two, mixed among the centaur and raptors near the lake *get name* and tracked the
mighty lion up the mountain where it was stalking Jerrik Highmountain. The battle was close and with two hunters
unconscious, Hemar was finally brought down.
The Great Hunt was brought to a close with a blessing to the Earth Mother.

Sports Highlights
Reports are in from across Azeroth! There have been multiple sightings of whitewater carp flying through the air as
people gather and prepare for Kick Fish League play starting Saturday Feb. 9 2019.
Multiple team captains have reached out to the League in preparation. This edition’s highlight goes to the first
registered team of the 2019 season.
From The Ashen Vale, meet the Kish Fickers! Ashaszun will lead Celwen, Kyronin, and everyone’s favorite High
Priestess, Aeriara, into the fray. Will they be able to thwart the kick fish kitty debut of their very own Sommer
Starsong? Be in Shattrath opening night to see for yourself! First match starts at 8:00 PM
Still room for more team registrations. Reach out to league representatives today, or just come prepared to
participate this Saturday at 8:00 PM server time in Shattrath.
Brew of the Month
You can’t keep a good brew down… or is that
in?
You might get a little gassy with February’s
brew, “Izzard’s Ever Flavor”.
Is that green smoke coming out of your
mouth?

Who’s Who of Kick Fish Representatives
front and center at the 2019 Emerald Dream Transmog Show.

Maybe you should see someone about that…
or have another Ever Flavor.

What Happening in Azeroth

Chief Poet’s Corner

Contributor: Lohkawas Wildmane

Contributor: Editor-in-Chief

Lunar Festival ends Feb. 11, 2019
Be sure to celebrate with the druids of Moonglade
celebrating their victory over an ancient evil…
a long time ago. (When do we celebrate our
recent victory over the Legion? I did not see any
fireworks for that!)
Honor the elders throughout Azeroth, eat some
great food, and enjoy the fireworks. Maybe
pretend they are honoring our recent champions…
Love is in the Air begins Feb. 12, 2019
Not only is love in the air, but love can be found at
any number of Date Auctions being held this
month to honor the celebration of what it is all
about. Editor-in-Chief is already in love, but now
it is your turn. See the advertisement section for
more information

Beset upon by both sides.
A hush falls as An’she rises above the land,
And Mu’sha’s weary eyes close against the
birthing dawn.
All is at stake now.
Alliance a word for both.
Used by Horde just as the other.
Field of honor
Or field of death.
Daughters of death or life?
Do you know which calls your name?
Earth Mother, Elune, Eonar, Helya?
Who do you call and who answers or will we
ever know?
Lohkawas

Disaster at Alliance Party by Anonymous Mag’har Farmer
“It was quite the scene!” commented a Mag’har in Nagrand, “I was taking the kodos out
to pasture and all of a sudden these bodies begun to hit the ground! We are still
rounding up the kodos who ran off in fright!”
34 deaths in total from the drunken party on top of one of Nagrand’s mysterious
islands. Investigators say alcohol is an extreme possibility for the falls, but it is not
known if this was accidental or if the deceased were members of some sort of Death
Cult.
Cleanup crews have been dispatched to the location, and have estimated the cleanup
costs at just over 1000 gold coins, and will be working on the site throughout the week.
Expect road closures throughout Nagrand.
Names of the deceased have not been released by authorities yet.

Dark Iron Traveler’s Journal #1 by Acialga Embercast
I left Ironforge today. I cannot believe my ancestor’s fought over it. Shadowforge is
much larger and grander, and does not have the blistering cold blowing in from the main
gate. The Bronzebeards are such snobs as well, but who needs them, they will be gone
soon enough. I am heading to the Human city of Stormwind, I am on some gnome built
train, which connects the cities I hear. It moves quite well, I could get use to the gnomes,
they have been nothing but friendly, but I fear their motives are to gain info from dark
irons for their friends.
I have arrived in Stormwind, people seem to look at me oddly, but they do not say much.
Some child ran into me as I was getting off the train and started to apologize then just
ran screaming. They seem to look upon me as if I am legion, but found out it was due to
them not use to having enslaved demons wandering around. I had to lock Dagtik the
Wraithguard up in the room I rented so I could find a decent place to set up my
shop. Human world is strange, but the sky, the sky is not cloudy, and somewhat
beautiful. It is nice to see the sky for once. Maybe I have hidden away in the mountain
for too long.
I found a spot to sell my poisons, but one of the gnomes suggested that if I called them
pesticides, I might get more business. Either way, they seem so fickle about names
and magic here. Stormwind may not be the best place for me, certainly is not the best
place for Dagtik

Slédgehammer’s Transmog Contest
Saturday Jan 26, 2019. Emerald Dream Transmog Contest
Aldor Rise – Shattrath – Hosted by Slédgehammer
Overall Winner: Might
Queen and King: Charlôtte and Johnäthan
Group Winner: The Ashen Vale Village People with guests Abelia and Lohkawas of the Horde
Runner-up Ironsworn Regiment Superheroes
Plate: Might with runner-up Sankir
Mail: Aonaesia with runner-ups Nilev and Pibble
Leather: Rosstay with runner-up Bwok
Cloth: Grigglefort with runner-up Vedney
Ugliest: Shakaria with runner-up Flarefang
Thank you Slédgehammer! And all the judges!
Overall Category pictures first, then event photos and close-ups of contestants!

Contestants for larger categories broken into smaller groups:

Advertisements
Help Wanted
Editor is looking for more
antler cozies. If you have a
large selection, even better.
Contact Lohkawas with some
samples. Please include
something for the Mulgore
Shu’halo, not just the
majestic Eche’ro horn style of
the Highmountain Shu’halo.
Thank you in advance.
Lohkawas Wildmane

